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Abstract

This paper presents an Amharic hate speech annotation using the Yandex Toloka crowdsourcing platform. The dataset was compiled over a five-year period (2018-2022), following some contentious events in Ethiopia that sparked violence. We consider one-month data starting from the event date in each year. Accordingly, we annotate 5,400 tweets, which is approximately 1,000 tweets per year. We explore the main challenges of crowdsourcing annotation for Amharic hate speech data collection using Yandex Toloka. We attain a Fleiss-Kappa score of 0.34 with three independent annotators that annotate the tweets where the gold label is determined using majority voting. We built deep learning based classification models with LSTM and BiLSTM and achieved a 0.44 F1-score for both models. We released the dataset, source code, and models under a permissive license1.

1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing platforms are used to annotate large datasets for machine learning projects (Wang et al., 2015). It allows numerous anonymous end-users to participate within a short period from different backgrounds and provides a realistic test environment including time, location, end-user, and multimedia content. Besides, it reduces time and cost related to experimental facilities, in-lab personnel, and traditional participant recruitment schemes (Garcia-Molina et al., 2016; Chai et al., 2019). However, crowdsourcing has several challenges that remain unresolved, such as 1) trustworthiness regarding the dataset, 2) unreliable annotation accuracy, 3) not supporting low-resource languages, and 4) a high number of malicious annotators who cheat with Google Translate to get more rewards (Wang et al., 2015).

Most Natural Language Processing (NLP) research projects focus on only 20 of the 7,000 languages in the world. African and Asian languages are among the low-resource languages still understudied (Magueresse et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2013). The potential reasons include the lack of online infrastructures such as payment methods, internet connection problems, a shortage of online native performers, and a lack of awareness of online jobs (Öhman, 2020). In previous studies, data annotation for Amharic hate speech has been conducted using in-lab facilities with a few personnel and limited user backgrounds (Abebaw et al., 2021; Mossie and Wang, 2018, 2020). This paper proposed a crowdsourcing annotation scheme for hate speech data collection and explored the challenges associated with low-resource languages in general and Amharic in particular. Furthermore, we have built a hate speech classification model and analyzed the results.

2 Related Work

Amharic is the working language of Ethiopia and the second-largest Semitic language family widely spoken next to Arabic. It uses the 'Fidäl' script, which originated from the Ge’ez alphabet (Salawu and Aseres, 2015; Gezmu et al., 2018). Amharic is a morphologically complex language and has 34 core characters, each having seven different varia-

1https://github.com/uhh-lt/ethiopicmodels
tions to represent vowels. These days, with the ever-increasing increase of social media platforms and the spread of hateful content globally, hate speech studies have drawn the attention of researchers. Despite most studies being conducted for English, there is a rising attempt among the low-resource languages like Amharic and other African and Asian languages. (Yimam et al., 2021). Amharic hate speech studies are conducted by Mossie and Wang (2018, 2020); Abebaw et al. (2021) manually collecting their datasets from the Facebook pages of individuals and organizations. The annotations were done with a few annotators using in-lab annotation and achieved moderate kappa agreements greater than 0.50. Whereas studies by Mathew et al. (2021); Del Vigna et al. (2017); Ousidhoum et al. (2019) have employed MTurk crowdsourcing to annotate hate Speech data for English, Arabic, German, and French languages, and achieved slight-fair agreements of less than 0.25 except for Mathew et al. (2021), which is 0.46. Nowadays, crowdsourcing is getting more popular for data annotation due to its lower cost, higher speed, and diversity of opinions compared to in-lab annotations usually by experts and well-trained users (Drutsa et al., 2019). Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), 2 Yandex Toloka 3, and Crowdflower 4 are among the top crowdsourcing platforms. However, performers at crowdsourcing marketplaces are non-professional and their annotation results are much noisier than those of expert annotations (Drutsa et al., 2019). MTurk is difficult to use from outside of the United States and Europe (Vaughan, 2017) since funding is difficult for researchers in developing nations (Ohman, 2020). We used Yandex Toloka, a rising crowdsourcing platform having more than 25K performers in more than 500 different projects every day (Garcia-Molina et al., 2016; Chai et al., 2019). Toloka is preferable for low-resource languages since it is cheap, supports annotations from developing countries, has a training facility for performers, and allows filtering of performers by language/country.

3 Data Collection and Model Building

A total of 5,400 tweets are selected from over 13 million tweets in the Ethiopian Twitter dataset repository, being collected since 2014 by Yimam et al. (2019) using seed keywords. The dataset consists of tweets collected over a one-month period in 5 different years, from 2018 to 2022, following controversial incidents that happened in Ethiopia and put the country in total violence. We used the PYCLD25 Python language identification library to select Amharic tweets. We have annotated each tweet by 3 different annotators using Yandex Toloka. We have used 50 control and 20 training tweets to control the annotation process and train annotators respectively. Each task presented to users contained 15 tweets and one of them was taken from control tweets using the smart mixing technique of Yandex Toloka.

We conducted two rounds of pilot annotations and used 400 tweets for both pilots. In the first pilot, 14 annotators participated and an agreement of 0.15 was achieved, while in the second pilot, 29 users participated in the annotation task where the majority were new users and achieved an agreement of 0.25. We examined the annotation results of both pilots manually using the control tweets and identified performers who probably use Google Translate while annotating, and blocked such users from participating in the main task. Moreover, we have sent personalized warning messages to 4 users as they seemed to annotate some tweets randomly. The possible challenges for our crowdsourcing can be the low prices per task, limited or no training for performers, lack of sufficient annotators for low-resource languages, and random annotators seeking more rewards.

For the main annotation, 5 pools were created where each pool contains 1000 tweets from 5 different years. In every pool, there were new users joining the task, while some others were banned from the project. Overall, 579 users from 27 different countries have participated in the task where 17 users are prohibited from the Toloka crowdsourcing system and 154 users from our project respectively. The majority of performers are only from three countries, namely 207 from Ethiopia, 197 from Pakistan, and 65 from the United States. Most of the performers participated in only a few tasks. We paid 0.1$ for each hit, which included 15 tweets, and one of them was a control tweet. We achieved an inter agreement of 0.34 for the overall dataset which seems good for crowdsourcing annotation approaches. The gold labels are determined based on majority voting for each tweet. For the tweets
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https://pypi.org/project/pyclld2/
in which three annotators chose different labels, 801 out of 5,400 tweets were annotated by a fourth performer. However, for 134 tweets, performers chose the fourth label, which was excluded from the study. Finally, a total of 5,267 tweets were used for the experiments.

We have experimented with baseline classification tasks using 80:10:10 train, development, and test split. We employed the deep learning models Long-short-Term-Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional-Long-Short-Term-Memory (BiLSTM), and achieved a similar F1-score of 0.44 for both models.

4 Conclusion and Recommendation

The paper presented a crowdsourcing-based hate speech data collection approach and studied the challenges where it is the first of its kind for the Amharic as far as our knowledge is concerned. We annotated 5,400 tweets into hate, offensive, normal, and unsure classes and reported 0.34 kappa agreement. The dataset can be a benchmark dataset for crowdsourcing-based hate speech task. Classification outputs with deep learning models showed promising results for crowdsourcing-based hate speech studies. The dataset, the models, and the source code are publicly released under a permissive license to advance hate speech research in Amharic. In the future, we plan to build a semi-supervised ‘active learning and distant supervision’ approach to selecting hateful tweets employing a human-in-the-loop annotation approach. We also plan to explore and compare in-lab and crowdsourcing experiments combined with active learning setups.
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